
 

Head of Legal and Democratic Services and  STD 
Monitoring Officer, T W Mortimer LLB Solicitor 
 
Standards Committee 
 
 
Notice of a meeting, to be held in the Council Chamber, Civic Centre, Tannery Lane, 
Ashford, Kent TN23 1PL on Thursday, 19th March 2015 at 7.00 pm 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Members of this Committee are:- 
 
Cllr Mrs Dyer (Chairman) 
Cllr Davison (Vice-Chairman) 
 
Cllrs. Mrs Blanford, Burgess, Chilton, Feacey, Mrs Hutchinson, Liberal Democrat Vacancy 
 
Independent Person:- 
 
Mrs C Vant 
 
Parish Council Representatives:- 
 
Mr R Brasier, Mr D Lyward 
 
Agenda 
 Page 

Nos. 
1. Apologies/Substitutes – To receive Notification of Substitutes in 

accordance with Procedure Rule 1.2(iii) 
 

 

2. Declarations of Interest:- To declare any interests which fall under the 
following categories, as explained on the attached document: 
 

1 

a) Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI) 
b) Other Significant Interests (OSI) 
c) Voluntary Announcements of Other Interests 
 
See Agenda Item 3 for further details 
 

 

3. Minutes – To approve the Minutes of the Meeting of this Committee held 
on the 30th September 2014 
 

 

Part I – For Decision 
 

 

4. Report of the Monitoring Officer – Chilham Parish Council – Review of 
Governance Arrangements 

 

 

Part II – Monitoring/Information Items 
 

 

None for this Meeting 
 

 

DS/VS 
11th March 2015 



 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Queries concerning this agenda?  Please contact Danny Sheppard: 
Telephone: 01233 330349     Email: danny.sheppard@ashford.gov.uk 
Agendas, Reports and Minutes are available on: www.ashford.gov.uk/committees 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ashford.gov.uk/committees
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Agenda Item 2 

Declarations of Interest (see also “Advice to Members”below) 
 
(a) Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI) under the Localism Act 2011, relating to 

items on this agenda.  The nature as well as the existence of any such interest 
must be declared, and the agenda item(s) to which it relates must be stated. 

 
A Member who declares a DPI in relation to any item will need to leave the 
meeting for that item (unless a relevant Dispensation has been granted). 
 

(b) Other Significant Interests (OSI) under the Kent Code of Conduct as adopted 
by the Council on 19 July 2012, relating to items on this agenda.  The nature as 
well as the existence of any such interest must be declared, and the agenda 
item(s) to which it relates must be stated. 

 
A Member who declares an OSI in relation to any item will need to leave the 
meeting before the debate and vote on that item (unless a relevant Dispensation 
has been granted).  However, prior to leaving, the Member may address the 
Committee in the same way that a member of the public may do so. 

 
(c) Voluntary Announcements of Other Interests not required to be disclosed 

under (a) and (b), i.e. announcements made for transparency reasons alone, 
such as: 
 
• Membership of outside bodies that have made representations on agenda 

items, or 
 
• Where a Member knows a person involved, but does not  have a close 

association with that person, or 
 
• Where an item would affect the well-being of a Member, relative, close 

associate, employer, etc. but not his/her financial position. 
 
 [Note: an effect on the financial position of a Member, relative, close associate, 

employer, etc; OR an application made by a Member, relative, close associate, 
employer, etc, would both probably constitute either an OSI or in some cases a 
DPI]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Advice to Members on Declarations of Interest:   
(a) Government Guidance on DPI is available in DCLG’s Guide for Councillors, at  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/240134/Openness_and_transparency_on_personal_interests.pdf 
 

(b) The Kent Code of Conduct was adopted by the Full Council on 19 July 2012, 
with revisions adopted on 17.10.13, and a copy can be found in the Constitution 
at 
http://www.ashford.gov.uk/part-5---codes-and-protocols  

(c) If any Councillor has any doubt about the existence or nature of any DPI or OSI 
which he/she may have in any item on this agenda, he/she should seek advice 
from the Head of Legal and Democratic Services and Monitoring Officer or from 
other Solicitors in Legal and Democratic Services as early as possible, and in 
advance of the Meeting. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/240134/Openness_and_transparency_on_personal_interests.pdf
http://www.ashford.gov.uk/part-5---codes-and-protocols
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Standards Committee 
 
Minutes of a Meeting of the Standards Committee held in the Council Chamber, 
Civic Centre, Tannery Lane, Ashford on the 30th September 2014 
 
Present: 
 
Cllr. Mrs Dyer (Chairman); 
Cllr. Davison (Vice-Chairman); 
Cllrs. Burgess, Chilton, Feacey. 
 
Apologies: 
 
Cllrs. Adby, Mrs Hutchinson, Mr D Lyward. 
 
Post Meeting Note: Apologies were received after the Meeting from Mrs C 
Vant. 
 
Also Present: 
 
Monitoring Officer, Senior Member Services & Scrutiny Support Officer. 
 
161 Declarations of Interest 
 
Councillor Interest Minute No. 

 
Davison Made a ‘Voluntary Announcement’ as he had 

attended meetings with Chilham Parish Councillors 
and the consultants referred to in the report, as an 
independent observer. 

164 

 
 

 
Made a ‘Voluntary Announcement’ as part of his 
Ward formed part of the Chilmington Green site in 
connection with complaints regarding Great Chart 
with Singleton Parish Council.  

 
163 

 
162 Standards Committee – 8th August 2013 
 
In response to a question from a Member about the difference in procedure for 
appointing the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Committee as compared to last 
year, the Monitoring Officer advised that under the old regime, with Independent 
members of the Committee alongside Elected Members, it was necessary to elect 
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman at the first meeting of the Committee in that 
Municipal Year. Now, the Chairman and Vice-Chairman could be appointed at the 
Annual Council Meeting in May, as with all other Member Committees. 
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Resolved: 
 
That the Minutes of the Meeting of this Committee held on the 8th August 2013 
be approved and confirmed as a correct record. 
 
163 Annual Report of the Council’s Monitoring Officer 

2013/14 
 
The Monitoring Officer introduced the annual report to be presented to the Council 
on the 16th October 2014. The report gave an analysis of both Code of Conduct 
activity (complaints against both Borough and Parish Councillors) (Paragraphs 7-14 
of the report) and Ombudsman Complaint activity (Paragraphs 16-18 of the report). 
This was for the period 1st August 2013 to 31st July 2014 for Code of Conduct issues 
1st April 2013 to 31st March 2014 for Ombudsman issues. He said it was also worth 
drawing attention to the two important training sessions that had been held during 
2013/14 on: - the role of Independent Persons in the new Localism Act conduct 
regime; and the joint Borough and Parish training day on the new Code of Conduct. 
The second of these in particular had been reasonably well attended with 14 
Borough Councillors and 30 Parish Representatives present. 
 
With regard to Code of Conduct Complaints, there had been three new complaints 
this year (one related to a Borough Councillor and two to Parish Councillors). The 
figures showed a reduction compared to the preceding year. Of the three cases none 
had been referred for investigation. 
 
In relation to Ombudsman Complaints the Monitoring Officer said there had been 16 
to the Council resolved by the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO). Six of these 
had been investigated and none were found to be maladministration with injustice. 
2013/14 was the first full year the LGO had recorded complaints under its new 
business model and, since April 2013, complaints about social housing had been 
dealt with by the Housing Ombudsman and not the LGO. So figures for complaints 
were not directly comparable with previous years.  
 
Overall, therefore, the Monitoring Officer concluded that the level of complaints was 
low and this was a good reflection on the Council, both in terms of the conduct of its 
Councillors, the services it provided and its own internal complaints procedures. 
 
The Chairman opened the report up to the Committee and the following responses 
were given to questions/comments: -  
 

• There would be further Code of Conduct training delivered after the May 2015 
Elections. This would be primarily aimed at new Members but they would try 
and make it relevant for all Members. 
 

• If a Parish Council had its own functioning website they were required to 
publish their own Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI) on there. Sample 
checking of Parish Councils’ own websites would be undertaken and advice 
given to Clerks as appropriate. The Borough Council also had to display its 
own and all Parish Council DPI information and the considerable task of 
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assembling, checking and uploading all of that information, was now nearing a 
conclusion. The Monitoring Officer did not consider all Parish Councils would 
be made to have a website as some had limited funding and staff resources.  
 

• Applicants for Discretionary Housing Payments could now appeal to the 
Housing Ombudsman if they were unhappy with the way their application was 
dealt with by the Council, but they would not investigate the merits of the 
decision itself. 
 

• The Monitoring Officer agreed to provide hard copies of the Council adopted 
Code of Conduct and the Good Practice Protocol for Councillors Dealing with 
Planning Matters, for Members of this Committee. However, it should be 
noted that the Protocol was currently slightly out of date and would be 
amended in the near future. It was difficult to keep up with the ever changing 
rules and guidance coming out of the Local Government Association and 
Committee on Standards in Public Life, but it was true to say that the Protocol 
document as it stood was still valid, valuable and relevant. 
 

• The Monitoring Officer would investigate an appropriate way of giving 
Councillors more information on the complaints relating to planning in the 
report, without compromising the integrity of any confidentiality of the public 
report. 

 
Resolved: 
 
That the Annual Report of the Monitoring Officer 2013/14 be received, noted 
and forwarded to Full Council for approval. 
 
164 Chilham Parish Council – Report of the Monitoring 

Officer 
 
The Monitoring Officer advised that he had included this short information item on 
the Agenda to make the Committee aware of some operational problems at Chilham 
Parish Council. Working relationships had broken down on a number of occasions 
and he had been informed that a number of Code of Conduct complaints would be 
referred to him. He advised that in these circumstances it was often more effective to 
seek to resolve such underlying difficulties by a process of review, mediation and 
discussion. He had accordingly arranged for a firm of independent experts to work 
with and support the Parish Council. He considered it was important for the 
Committee to be kept up to date with such developments in Parishes as they did 
involve Ashford Borough Council expenditure. 
 
In response to a question about the potential costs, the Monitoring Officer said the 
likely figure was somewhere in the region of £7,500. 
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Resolved: 
 
That the report be received and noted. 
 
_________________________ 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Queries concerning these minutes?  Please contact Danny Sheppard: 
Telephone: 01233 330349  Email: danny.sheppard@ashford.gov.uk 
Agendas, Reports and Minutes are available on: www.ashford.gov.uk/committees 
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
19 MARCH 2015 

 
REPORT OF THE MONITORING OFFICER 

 
CHILHAM PARISH COUNCIL 

REVIEW OF GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 
 
Background 
 
1. This Committee received my report on the above matter at its 30 September 

2014 meeting.  I attach a copy of that report as APPENDIX 1 since it explains the 
background to the Chilham review. 

 
The Governance Review 
 
2. The Governance Review report has now been published and a copy is attached 

as APPENDIX 2.  It contains 13 recommendations which are brought together in 
Appendix A at the end of the report. 

 
3. Chilham Parish Council has met to consider the report and I have incorporated 

the responses of the Parish Council in the Table of Recommendations attached 
to this report. 

 
4. The Parish Council made a number of general comments in addition to their 

responses to the specific recommendations: - 
 

• They were disappointed that the review took almost six months to 
complete (in fact it was about four and a half months from the date of the 
first meeting with Parish Councillors in late September). 

• The report in general is very positive about Chilham Parish Council and 
Parish Councillors should take heart from its findings and share the full 
document with the electorate. 

• Ashford Borough Council’s support throughout the process was gratefully 
acknowledged. 

• Chilham Parish Council considered that the report should have included a 
more detailed analysis of past incidents of disruptive behaviour and 
recognise such behaviour is outwith normal etiquette at meetings (see 
Monitoring Officer Comments at R5 and R8 in the attached Table). 

 
5. The full cost of the review (£8,854 exc.VAT) has been funded by the Borough 

Council. 
 
Recommendation 
 
IT IS RECOMMENDED that 
 

(a) The report of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd be received and noted and the 
company be thanked for their services. 

(b) The Committee notes the response of Chilham Parish Council and welcomes 
their generally positive responses to the various recommendations. 
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(c) The Committee notes and agrees that the Borough Council should work with the 
Parish Council on some of the governance issues identified in the report and that 
the Monitoring Officer should update the Committee on progress within the first 
year of the new Parish Council after the 2015 election. 

 
 
 
T W MORTIMER 
March 2015 
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HOEY AINSCOUGH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
CHILHAM PARISH COUNCIL – FEBRUARY 2015 

 
 

Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R1 The Council, in consultation with 
Ashford Borough Council if 
appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how 
it will run its meetings between now 
and May 2015. 

Adopt option to carry on as things 

are, accepting the stresses and 

strains that may be endured, since 

not to carry on would be an 

abrogation of duty to residents.  

However focus on completing 

previously agreed work and projects, 

not new initiatives other than for 

statutory or regulatory reasons. 

Noted.  In fact there is now 

only one further full Parish 

Council meeting before the 

May elections. 

N/A 

R2 The Council needs to adopt a 
grievance policy which sets out 
clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters 
against staff_ are to be handled and 
also the 
procedure where a member of staff  
has a grievance against a member 
with a clear statement agreed by the 
Council of what is to be treated as a 
grievance and what is a code matter 
for Ashford Borough Council. This 
should be a priority for consideration 
and adoption by a new Council. 

Agreed. However CPC consider 

there also needs to be a procedure 

for dealing with grievances against 

members which fall outside the code 

of conduct.  Advice to be sought 

from ABC 

CPC clearly wish to clarify 

options and procedures and 

for dealing with councillor 

conduct issues which fall short 

of code breaches.  I am happy 

to discuss options with CPC – 

likely to include an internal 

grievance process of some 

kind, chairmanship actions or 

even an amendment to the 

CPC code to address 

particular issues 

CPC will need to develop 

and agree one or more 

grievance policies as early 

in the life of the new 

Council as possible. 
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Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R3 The Council needs to review its 
‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets 
out in detail what information is to be 
treated confidentially, and who is 
properly entitled to  
information. This policy should be 
adopted as a priority by the new 
Council after May. 

CPC is already committed to 

reviewing the policy in March 2015, 

so this is agreed 

The existing policy will need to 

be carefully assessed and 

amended to ensure 

compliance with the law 

relating to councillor access to 

information and documents.  

This is likely to take a littletime. 

In reality, the review of the 

policy will not be 

completed until the new 

Council is in place after 

May. 

R4 Future agendas should, where 
practicable, include greater detail 
about specific issues to be dealt with 
under generic headings. 

Agreed, but taking care not to create 

a “two tier” agenda.  Again the 

Council is already committed to 

reviewing its approach to planning 

items in March 2015. 

In relation to planning items, it 

should be a fairly simple matter 

to expand the agenda item by 

including reference to specific 

sites. 

CPC to amend agendas as 

soon as practicable. 

R5 The Council should have a 
specific agenda item to hear the 
views of the Ward Member on 
Borough issues and to allow 
representations to be made to the 
Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and 
Ward Member should also have an 
agreed understanding of each other’s 
jurisdiction. These arrangements 
should be put in place as soon as 
possible in the life of the new Council. 

Agreed.  Arrangements should be 

formally agreed following the May 

elections and in the meantime a 

ward member “slot” will be included 

on the agenda for the remaining 

term, although CPC question 

whether this procedural step will be 

sufficient to resolve their own 

concerns about working 

relationships and consider a more 

detailed review and analysis of the 

issue would have been helpful. 

The purpose of the review was 

to assess governance 

arrangements to ensure more 

effective future operation, not 

an investigation into 

complaints and past conduct in 

order to determine blame or 

fault.  The recommended 

“agreed understanding” 

between CPC and ward 

member should also assist. 

CPC are now including a 

ward member “slot” on 

agendas and its success 

or otherwise will be kept 

under review.  Further 

discussions between CPC 

and ward member are also 

required early in the life of 

the new Council in order to 

develop the agreed 

understanding. 
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Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R6 The Council should, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough 
Council and others, have a 
comprehensive training and induction 
package agreed for the new 
Council in May. 
 

CPC has agreed a funding plan for 

councillor training over a 3 year 

period from 2015/16.  Immediate 

post-election requirements should be 

determined urgently by the new 

Council, together with a future 

strategy. 

This is fine in principle for the 

medium term but there needs 

to be a plan put in place before 

May for the delivery of some 

induction training immediately 

after the election.  Some 

limited opportunity for shared 

training with the borough can 

be explored e.g.: code of 

conduct training. 

MO to discuss short term 

induction training plans 

with CPC.  Medium-term - 

CPC to develop future 

strategy early in life of new 

Council. 

R7 The Council should agree a 
strategy for ongoing councillor 
development and 
consider the minimum training 
required before committee roles are 
allocated permanently. 
 

See Above 

CPC consider training should include 

“meeting etiquette” as this may help 

bring an end to disruption at some 

meetings. 

See Above 

Agreed 

See Above 

CPC to ensure “meeting 

etiquette” is covered. 
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Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R8 The Council should agree a series 
of protocols about how they will work 
together in future. 
 

Agreed but must be backed up with 

procedures for dealing with 

breaches.  Seek advice from ABC. 

CPC consider the report should have 

reviewed previous complaints and 

grievances on past conduct including 

communications from the public 

about behaviour at a meeting in 

December 2014. 

I am happy to discuss 

compliance issues with CPC.  

Clear overlap with CPC views 

on R2. However, as indicated 

at R5, the purpose of the 

review was not to investigate 

past conduct and complaints 

but to review governance 

arrangements whilst being 

aware of the past issues. The 

report clearly acknowledges 

disruption at some meetings 

and refers specifically to the 

December complaints. 

Further discussions 

between MO and CPC 

about compliance but CPC 

need to develop protocol 

itself early in life of new 

Council. 

 

R9 The Council should during the 
summer consider ways of engaging 
with the community to explain its 
work, to encourage greater 
participation and to better understand 
the needs and priorities of its 
community. 

Broadly supportive but this is a 

matter for the new Council to 

consider and handle with care in 

order not to unduly raise community 

expectations as to what is 

deliverable 

 

Agree with CPC view on this. New Council to consider 

issue and take forward as 

they consider appropriate. 
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Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R10 The Council should have put in 
place a strategic plan for its term of 
office by the end of 2015, to be agreed 
by the Council collectively. 
 

Agreed N/A New CPC to develop plan 

in first 6 months or so. 

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk 
should look to share best practice with 
outstanding local Councils. 

A matter for the new Council to 

consider 

In terms of timescales, it is of 

course going to be a matter for 

the new Council.  It is hoped 

that this recommendation will 

be fully and positively 

embraced as best practice in 

the sector will always offer 

opportunities for improvement.  

Some best practice measures 

could assist with a number of 

the other recommendations on 

new or revised policy, 

procedures etc. 

 

New CPC to consider early 

in its life. 

R12 The Council should investigate 
the process of seeking Quality Parish 
Status and embark on it at an 
appropriate stage of its 
implementation of the action plan. 

Agreed.  At its February meeting CPC 

agreed that the new Council should 

consider seeking accreditation under 

the Local Council Award Scheme. 

 

N/A New CPC to consider early 

in its new life 
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Recommendation CPC Response ABC MO Comments Further Action 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should 
continue to monitor the situation at 
Chilham Parish Council. In the event 
that working relationships do not 
improve, or worsen, it should consider 
what further action should be taken to 
address the 
situation. 

Noted. Noted – See recommendation 

(c) in my report 

Further report by MO in 

due course. 

 

 



Standards Committee 
30 September 2014 

 
Report of the Monitoring Officer 

CHILHAM PARISH COUNCIL 
 

 
In recent months I have been made aware of operational problems at Chilham 
Parish Council.  Some working relationships have broken down and on a number of 
occasions I have been informed that code of conduct complaints will be referred to 
me.  I am also aware that on at least one recent occasion a parish council meeting 
had to be curtailed as a result of rising tensions.  In these circumstances, it is often 
more effective to seek to resolve underlying difficulties by a process of review, 
mediation and discussion rather than through investigation of a series of complaints 
in an adversarial process. 
 
Following discussions with the Leader of the Council, the Chair of Standards 
Committee and the Council’s appointed Independent Person, I have arranged for a 
firm of independent experts (Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd) to work with and 
support the parish council and other interested persons in a review of its governance 
arrangements to ensure it can operate more effectively in future.  The Borough 
Council will fund this work. 
 
The independent review process is due to commence on 25 September and I may 
be in a position to update members further at the meeting.  In the meantime I would 
propose that any issues raised in formal code of conduct complaints relating to the 
parish council or its procedures, or the conduct of councillors should be addressed 
as part of the review process and not by way of separate investigation. 
 
 
 
FOR MEMBERS’ INFORMATION 
 
 
 
 
T W MORTIMER 
September 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.
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Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 



Background summary 

1.1 Chilham Parish Council is a council in the area of Ashford Borough Council. The parish 
council covers three settlements – Chilham, Old Wives Lees and Shottenden. It has 9 
councillors who represent the entire parish as it is unwarded. The population of the 
parish is less than 2,000 people.

1.2 In common with many town and parish councils, Chilham Parish Council councillors do 
not represent political parties. The current council’s term of o�ce began in May 2011. 
The May 2011 elections were uncontested.  

1.3 The Parish Council’s Clerk is the only member of sta�. 

1.4 Relationships within the Parish Council have become strained over recent times, with 
di�cult working relationships in particular between the majority of members and the 
Clerk on the one hand and a minority of members on the other hand. These 
relationship di�culties seem to have their origins in disputes around the way certain 
decisions have been handled, in particular the Parish Council’s involvement on 
proposals for redevelopment of the main square in Chilham. The local Borough Ward 
Member is also critical of the way the Parish Council operates.

1.5 The minority group of councillors claim that the Parish Council does not follow proper 
process, act transparently or represent the views of the majority of residents. Their 
criticisms are made very forcefully and on occasions this has led to meetings being 
di�cult to manage, becoming protracted and descending into strong disagreements 
as passions run high. The majority of councillors feel that this behaviour has made 
working relationships unmanageable.

1.6 This has at times resulted in complaints being made to the Monitoring O�cer at 
Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer, about alleged member misconduct in 
particular, and has also meant that the Parish Council has become frustrated in the way 
business is conducted and has sought to use procedures and policies to regulate the 
way the Council’s a�airs are run to minimise disruption. Mr Mortimer approached us 
initially in August 2014 to discuss whether we could assist him in supporting Chilham 
Parish Council and seeking to help them move forward more constructively and 
e�ectively. Chilham Parish Council agreed to accept Ashford Borough Council’s o�er of 
support and we were formally commissioned by the Borough Council to carry out this 
review in August 2014.

1.7 This review has not been about investigating any particular complaints or grievances, 
including any speci�c past incidents. Our focus has always been on working with the 
Parish Council to address the way they could operate more e�ectively in the future, not 
to adjudicate on things that may have happened in the past.

1.8 The review team consisted of three people – Paul Hoey and Natalie Ainscough, who 
are co-directors of Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd, and Martin Dolton, a consultant 
with Wilkin Chapman LLP working on behalf of Hoey Ainscough Associates for this 
review. 

1.9 Hoey Ainscough Associates Ltd was set up in April 2012 to support local authorities in 
managing their arrangements for handling councillor conduct issues and wider 
governance issues. The company was co-founded by Paul Hoey, who had been 
Director of strategy at Standards for England from 2001 until its closure in 2012, and 
Natalie Ainscough who had worked as his deputy. 

1.10 Martin Dolton was until recently Town Clerk to a large Town Council, has investigated 
numerous cases of alleged breaches of the local government code of conduct for 
councils, conducted chief o�cer disciplinary investigations and undertaken training 
and conciliation with a particular emphasis on supporting the town and parish sector. 
Previously he was a former Police Superintendent who held senior posts in CID and 
Operations, lectured at the Police Sta� College and conducted sensitive police 
misconduct investigations for other police forces in the UK. 

1.11 In carrying out this review, we had the full cooperation of everybody that we spoke to 
at Chilham and we would like to thank them for the open and constructive way in 
which they approached the review and were willing to answer our questions and 
provide us with all relevant information we requested.

Methodology

2.1 Our proposal set out �ve aims:

•  To review the Council’s processes and procedures to ensure that the right tools are in 
place to allow the Council to operate e�ectively;

•  To understand what their underlying issues are and help the Council consider how  
they can work more e�ectively;

•  To help the Council’s reputation through demonstrating that there is a culture of high 
standards and good governance;

•  To ensure there is a good understanding of the di�erent roles of members and 
o�cers of the Council and that both can do their job e�ectively; and

•  To develop an action plan to help the Council resolve its di�culties and allow the 
Borough Council to monitor progress over time.

2.2 In order to carry out a review we divided our work into �ve phases. These �ve phases  
 were:

•  To have an informal discussion with representatives from the two di�erent sides to 
understand the background to the Council and some of the underlying issues and 
ambitions of the Council;

•  To carry out a con�dential online survey of councillors and o�cers to get a greater 
in-depth picture of the Council and some personal perspectives on the key issues;

•  To spend a day in the Council having individual interviews with councillors and 
o�cers to develop understanding of the key issues emerging and to spend time 
reviewing the policies and procedures and ways of working of the Council;

•  To present some interim �ndings to the Council and invite discussion on those 
conclusions;

•  To prepare a report and action plan for Chilham Parish Council and Ashford Borough 
Council setting out ways in which the Council could move forward.

2.3 The meeting for Phase One was held on 25 September 2014. The questionnaire for 
Phase Two was subsequently developed and open for responses through the autumn. 
In total, we had 8 responses to the questionnaire. We should note that these responses 
were all from one side of the divide.

2.4 We then spent the day in Chilham speaking to individuals as Phase 3 of the work on 11 
December and Martin Dolton spent a separate day ‘shadowing’ the Clerk on 17 
October.  We also spoke to the Ward Member Cllr Marriott via Skype on 14 January. 
This was followed up by a presentation to the Parish Council for Phase 4 on 20 January 
2015.

2.5 We should also note for the record that during December we received three 
unsolicited communications from residents of the parish who had attended a council 
meeting and felt that the behaviour of a particular member had been unacceptable 
and had caused signi�cant disruption to the running of the Council. During the course 
of our review we were also copied in to a number of communications between the 
Ward Member, Ashford Borough Council and Chilham Parish Council about a number 
of issues.  

Findings and Recommendations

3.1 Based upon the written and oral comments and responses which we received, Natalie 
Ainscough, Paul Hoey and Martin Dolton gave feedback to a meeting of members and 
o�cers of Chilham Parish Council, together with the Monitoring O�cer and Deputy 
Monitoring O�cer of Ashford Borough Council, Terry Mortimer and Colin Mawston, on 
the evening of 20 January 2015 as Phase 4 of the methodology set out in the section 
above.  The Ward Member Cllr Marriott was unable to attend the presentation but did 
listen in to the presentation via Skype.

3.2 We indicated that we would then make detailed recommendations for the 
consideration of Ashford Borough Council and particularly Chilham Parish Council as 
Phase 5. These are set out in this report. 

3.3 There is a high degree of consistency as to issues a�ecting Chilham Parish Council as 
identi�ed in the responses to the questionnaire and the interviews we conducted at 
Phases 2 and 3.

3.4  In our view, the key issues are:- 

•  A breakdown in working relations between the two “sides”, characterised by mistrust, 
suspicion, disrespectful behaviour and an inability to have any constructive dialogue 
at some meetings;

•  The need to review some existing policies and procedures and how they operate

•  The need to review the Council’s approach to community engagement and setting of 
strategic priorities;

3.5 Having considered the information available to us, we therefore set out a series of 
recommendations and an action plan to address each of these issues in the sections 
below.

3.6 However, these recommendations should be seen in the light of our concerns about 
the way the Council will operate between now and when its term comes to an end in 
May 2015. We should place on the record the fact that we are aware that the Parish 
Council has undertaken much valuable work on behalf of the community and has 
been able to make decisions and consider issues of importance. However, although we 
have not attended meetings of the Parish Council, all the evidence we have seen 
points to a number of meetings being disrupted due to the underlying antagonism 
and challenges to the way the meetings are run.  We did not feel the need to attend 
meetings to obtain con�rmation of this as it was not within the scope of our work and 
we felt our presence would in any case change the dynamics. However, we accept fully 
comments we received from both sides of the Council that they feel, as currently 
constituted the Council is often �nding it very di�cult to run e�ective meetings ahead 
of any changes to its composition which may come about in May. We have therefore 
given a separate set of options which the Council should consider now to minimise 
disruption in the period up to May 2015

3.7 We therefore set out what we believe the Council needs to consider now to support it 
until the new Council is elected in May before making wider policy and strategy 
recommendations to help it build on its existing foundation and to improve 
governance arrangements of the Council post-May, with the aim to put it in a stronger 
position to consider the option of seeking ‘Quality’ status in future. 

Options between now and May 2015

4.1  For reasons set out above we believe signi�cant moderation to behaviour which 
disrupts meetings is required if the Council is to be able to run fully e�ective meetings 
even in the short period up to May. We therefore believe the Parish Council, in 
consultation with Ashford Borough Council as appropriate, has a series of options it 
should consider:

•  It could decide to carry on as things are.  There are only 3 more Parish Council 
meetings prior to the elections and the councillors may wish simply to see their term 
of o�ce out on the basis that they have operated for nearly 4 years in the face of the 
current di�culties and managed to transact business, albeit in strained, stressful and 
unsatisfactory circumstances. However, that will not make meetings easy and we 
would be concerned if the levels of personal stress to individuals continued for any 
length of time. 

•  The Council could decide to continue but with very limited agendas for all remaining 
meetings up to May on the basis that this will minimise the risk of disruption and 
antagonism.  Those agendas could be limited to statutory and essential business only 
or areas where there will be unanimous agreement. This would be workable but may 
mean the Council was not carrying out its full functions and operating normally.

•  The Council could seek independent external support for its meetings. This could be 
somebody to chair the meetings or to support the chair to ensure business is 
conducted without inappropriate disruption.  This could be achieved either by �lling 
any casual vacancy arising by reason of resignation with a co-opted person who 
would then be able to vote and thus chair the meetings.  Alternatively an ‘honest 
broker’ independent person could be co-opted as an additional non-voting member 
of the Council or somebody simply invited to attend meetings on an agreed basis to 
o�er support and guidance informally.  In this latter case, although the individual 
could not vote or chair the meeting, this person’s presence and guidance could 
possibly assist in ensuring meetings are conducted with less disruption and therefore 
more e�ectively.  

•  Given the stresses a number of councillors were feeling, they may be considering 
resigning en masse or in su�cient numbers to render the Council inquorate. In that 
case Ashford Borough Council would need to consider making interim appointments 
of persons to �ll vacancies to enable it to carry out those minimum functions which 
could not be delegated to the Clerk until other councillors were elected to take up 
o�ce.  

Recommendation 

R1  The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

Recommendations – governance framework

5.1  The following recommendations are made to re�ect issues we picked up in our review 
which the Parish Council should consider putting in place regardless of the options 
above. We believe the Parish Council does generally have good arrangements in place 
and, if it were able to resolve the relationship issues, is capable of managing its a�airs 
e�ectively. These recommendations therefore simply re�ect recommendations for 
some improved practices which could be put in place rather than highlighting 
fundamental weaknesses in existing governance. As these options are for longer-term 
good governance we will leave it for the Council, in consultation with Ashford 
Borough Council and others where appropriate, to decide if it is necessary or possible 
to pursue any of these ahead of May or leave the issues as priorities for the incoming 
Council.

A. Policies and procedures

5.2 Overall, we found that  Chilham Parish Council has the policies and procedures we’d 
expect in place and they were well maintained. In particular, the Council’s standing 
orders and �nancial regulations, which are the key documents, are good, well 
maintained, accessible and up to date.

5.3 As part of our review, two policies were highlighted however which we do believe 
need to be reviewed. These were the ‘grievance/disciplinary policy’ and the ‘need to 
know’ policy.  We have to reiterate we have not investigated how they may have been 
used in the past. Our focus has been on whether the policies are ‘�t for purpose’ for the 
future. 

5.4 Looking �rst at the grievance and disciplinary policy, we did not think the Council was 
clear enough about which procedures it would invoke were there a grievance made 
either against the Clerk or against a member. There are basic statements set out in the 
Clerk’s contract of employment about disciplinary procedures against the Clerk and 
grievance procedures should the Clerk raise or be subject to a grievance. These are 
�ne as far as they go as broad terms and conditions. However, we did not see any 
evidence of any formal policy adopted by the Council as to how disciplinary and 
grievance procedures should work in practice. We therefore recommend that the 
Council needs to formulate and adopt a proper detailed grievance and disciplinary 
policy to ensure any issues are handled consistently and fairly in future.

5.5 In addition, we did not �nd any clear rules about what happens if a grievance is 
brought against a councillor. While the law is clear that if an allegation is made against 
a councillor that they may have breached the Council’s code of conduct matters must 
be dealt with in the �rst instance by Ashford Borough Council, there is an overlap in 
the law between code of conduct matters, employment grievance issues and the 
Council’s inherent powers to regulate its own a�airs. The Council has a duty of care 
towards its employees and, if a grievance is raised by a member of sta� against a 

councillor or vice versa, the Council needs to be clear what steps it would take to 
address that grievance. It therefore needs to include this in any policy. The Council 
may wish to contact the Society of Local Council Clerks and the Kent Association of 
Local Councils who may be able to assist with developing a suitable policy.

Recommendation 

R2  The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

5.6 Concerns were also expressed to us about Chilham’s ‘need to know’ policy. We need to 
state that of course it is entirely appropriate to have a policy which sets out access to 
information provisions. There will always be circumstances where a council is legally 
entitled to regard certain information as con�dential. The law itself sets out grounds 
for certain business to be considered in private by the council and it is widely 
recognised through case law and elsewhere that not all councillors are entitled to see 
all information at all times, as some personal information for example has to be 
regarded as con�dential unless there is a demonstrable need for an individual to have 
access to that information to carry out their duties.

5.7 We therefore think it entirely appropriate that Chilham Parish Council has a ‘need to 
know’ policy. However, we do not think that the Council’s policy is articulated well 
enough so that all have a common understanding of where the boundaries of 
con�dentiality and access to information might lie. The section in the Council’s 
standing orders dealing with the need to know is a statement of principle but it does 
not constitute detailed guidance as to how it should be operated.

5.8 Again we are not commenting on how it may have been used in the past, but we 
recommend the Council needs to adopt a more detailed stand-alone policy on its 
approach to councillors’ access to information so that all are clear where the 
boundaries lie and it can be applied consistently.

Recommendation 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

B.  Meetings

5.9  We have commented above on how di�cult some meetings have been to run 
because of the con�ict in the meeting and the disruptive behaviour arising from this 
con�ict. This section, however, looks more broadly at some good practice 
recommendations for future governance.

5.10 While meetings generally seemed to focus on the appropriate issues we would expect 
a council to focus on, we felt from a review of agendas that in some respects they 
could be more speci�c in outlining the detailed matters the Council were due to 
discuss. This would assist the community in deciding whether they wanted to attend 
any particular meeting and indeed take part in it. As a particular example, when the 
Council, in its role as statutory consultee on planning matters, was considering 
relevant planning applications, agendas simply tended to refer to these generically 
rather than listing which particular applications are to be considered at the meeting. 
We believe it would be helpful, where practicable, to list applications individually on 
the agenda as an aid to the community  and on the council noticeboards and website 
so the public were aware of when they could attend and/or make representations to 
the Parish Council. Such lists may not be comprehensive at the time of publication but 
maybe a mechanism for updating (e.g. on the website) could be agreed and in any 
event some further information would still be a helpful addition in our view. 

Recommendation 

R4  Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

5.11 Another issue which came up during our review was the role of the Borough Ward 
Member in attending Parish Council meetings. A key aspect of a ward member’s role in 
relation to parish councils includes drawing the parish’s attention to any matters of 
relevance to the parish which may be under consideration at borough level, and in 
turn to receive representations form the parish on borough matters which he or she 
can feed into the borough.

5.12 Most parish councils have a speci�c slot on their agenda to allow the ward member to 
perform this two-way bridging role with the borough. Even where the ward member is 
also on the parish council, it is important to have this separate space on the agenda to 
di�erentiate between the role as ward member and role as parish councillor. We 
recommend that Chilham Parish Council should in future have a speci�c agenda item 
to allow the Ward Member to ful�l this role as ward member at meetings. We are aware 
that the Ward Member is critical of some Parish Council decisions and processes and 
this has caused resentment in some quarters. Therefore, we also recommend that an 
agreement is reached between the Ward Member and Parish Council so that both 
sides are clear what are matters for the Ward Member and what are matters within the 
jurisdiction of the Parish Council as we do not believe this has been clear in the past.

Recommendation 

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

B. Governance and strategy

5.13 The role of councillor, at whatever tier of local government, can be a di�cult and 
daunting role, particularly to those who come new to the role. We would therefore 
expect all councils to provide comprehensive induction and ongoing development to 
councillors to support them in their job. Given the challenges and di�culties Chilham 
Parish Council has faced and the likely changes in the make-up of the Council, we 
believe it is even more important that they have a comprehensive training package for 
members which should be developed in consideration with the Kent Association of 
Local Councils, the Society of Local Council Clerks and Ashford Borough Council. 

5.14 The areas we would expect to see covered in this training programme must include 
the following: understanding the role of a parish councillor; understanding the role of 
the clerk; understanding delegated authority and standing orders; chairing and 
meeting skills; understanding the code of conduct; and understanding �nancial 
regulations.

5.15 We would also expect members to undergo regular refresher training throughout their 
term of o�ce. We believe that it is vital councillors have a full understanding of their 
roles and responsibilities before they start to discharge their functions, and, while 
training cannot be made mandatory, the Council should therefore consider what 
training members must undergo as soon as possible after their election. They should 
also consider what training they would require of members before they are allocated 
permanent seats on any committees to ensure members understand fully their role 
and responsibilities on a particular committee, though transitional arrangements 
would be needed to allow committees to function while a training programme is put 
in place.

Recommendations 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

5.16 Training alone cannot of course ensure a councillor understands their role nor how to 
work collectively as part of a parish council to ensure the parish council operates 
e�ectively. Given the relationship problems within the Council at present, as well as 
the need to work towards greater consensus, the new Council therefore needs from 
the outset to have a proper understanding about how it will operate, an agreement 
about the way meetings will be conducted and an agreement about ensuring 
business is conducted with mutual respect. The Council should therefore adopt as a 
matter of priority agreed protocols about the way they will work together, acceptable 
levels of behaviour and a protocol outlining member-clerk relations and 
member-member relations.

Recommendation

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

5.17 While Chilham Parish Council has achieved a number of key outcomes for the 
community over recent years, we consider that the Council should strengthen its 
relationship with the community by developing a shared vision and strategy for 
delivering priorities. It is always a di�cult issue for any council at this level and with 
limited resources to ensure it is su�ciently strategic and engaged with its community, 
but we think it particularly important given current circumstances that Chilham is seen 
to have consulted widely on its priorities and to have engaged as fully as possible with 
the community about its work. Some of the underlying di�culties facing the Council 
stem from a concern on one side that the Parish Council is not su�ciently engaged 
with its community and has lacked a long-term vision.  The Council should therefore 
consider how these concerns are best addressed – for example through one or a series 
of open days where the community are invited to help shape priorities and agree 
objectives.

5.18  Consideration should also be given with the community as to how parish council 
meetings could be better conveyed to the public to enhance understanding of the 
Council, for example through looking at how public attendance might be better 
encouraged or records of meetings be made more accessible. While Council minutes 
are already available and there can be costs attached to enhancing public access, 
there is strong encouragement from Government for councils to seek greater public 
participation. Our experience is that enhanced public accessibility both opens up a 
parish council further to its community and can also have a bene�cial e�ect on the 
way people behave at meetings. 

5.19 However, while it is vital to consult the public on priorities, the Council collectively will 
need to have ownership of these priorities so will separately need to develop an 
agreed plan setting out its strategic objectives and �nancial planning for its term of 
o�ce.

Recommendation

R9 The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

5.20 We believe that all councils should be aspirational and demonstrate to their public that 
they are working e�ectively.  We think is its particularly important for Chilham Parish 
Council in future given the concerns that have been expressed by some about the way 
it has engaged with the community that it aspires to demonstrate its e�ectiveness. In 
our view there is no reason why, with its existing foundations, Chilham should not be 
capable of becoming an outstanding council for their size and receiving external 
validation for their work. We therefore recommend both that the new Council Chair 
(post-May) and Clerk actively seek opportunities to share best practice with 
outstanding councils in their vicinity. This, together with implementation of the 
recommendations in this report should lead to the Council seeking Quality Council 
accreditation to demonstrate that it is working to the highest quality standards.

Recommendation

R11 The Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

D  The future

5.21 The recommendations in this section have been aimed at a new Council from May 
which is able to move away from its current operational di�culties. We are con�dent 
that Chilham is able to do this. Indeed it must do so if it is to be able to be fully 
e�ective and remove the unacceptable stresses and disruption. 

5.22 Of course if working relationships do not improve in a new Council, and if disruption 
and disrespectful behaviour continues or indeed worsens, further action will need to 
be considered. The Council will need to consider how it uses mechanisms such as the 
Code of Conduct to regulate its behaviour and to avoid the Council being brought into 
disrepute. Ultimately, however, the Borough Council may have to consider whether a 
formal community governance review could bring about the necessary changes, so it 
will need to continue to monitor the situation at Chilham Parish Council.

Recommendation

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 

Appendix A

Summary table of recommendations 

R1 The Council, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council if appropriate, needs 
to consider as a matter of priority how it will run its meetings between now and 
May 2015.

R2 The Council needs to adopt a grievance policy which sets out clearly how 
grievances and disciplinary matters against sta� are to be handled and also the 
procedure where a member of sta� has a grievance against a member with a 
clear statement agreed by the Council of what is to be treated as a grievance and 
what is a code matter for Ashford Borough Council. This should be a priority for 
consideration and adoption by a new Council. 

R3 The Council needs to review its ‘need to know’ policy to ensure it sets out in detail 
what information is to be treated con�dentially, and who is properly entitled to 
information. This policy should be adopted as a priority by the new Council after 
May.

R4 Future agendas should, where practicable, include greater detail about speci�c 
issues to be dealt with under generic headings.

R5 The Council should have a speci�c agenda item to hear the views of the Ward 
Member on Borough issues and to allow representations to be made to the Ward 
Member. The Parish Council and Ward Member should also have an agreed 
understanding of each other’s jurisdiction. These arrangements should be put in 
place as soon as possible in the life of the new Council. 

R6 The Council should, in consultation with Ashford Borough Council and others, 
have a comprehensive training and induction package agreed for the new 
council in May.

R7 The Council should agree a strategy for ongoing councillor development and 
consider the minimum training required before committee roles are allocated 
permanently.

R8 The Council should agree a series of protocols about how they will work together 
in future.

R9  The Council should during the summer consider ways of engaging with the 
community to explain its work, to encourage greater participation and to better 
understand the needs and priorities of its community.

R10 The Council should have put in place a strategic plan for its term of o�ce by the 
end of 2015, to be agreed by the Council collectively.

R11 The  Council Chair and Clerk should look to share best practice with outstanding 
local councils. 

R12 The  Council should investigate the process of seeking Quality Parish Status and 
embark on it at an appropriate stage of its implementation of the action plan. 

R13 Ashford Borough Council should continue to monitor the situation at Chilham 
Parish Council. In the event that working relationships do not improve, or 
worsen, it should consider what further action should be taken to address the 
situation. 
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